Executive clock drawing correlates with performance-based functional status in people with combat-related mild traumatic brain injury and comorbid posttraumatic stress disorder
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Abstract—Executive Clock Drawing Tasks (CLOX parts 1 and 2) can predict functional impairment. This study determined the correlation between CLOX and other psychometric screening instruments with the Structured Assessment of Independent Living Skills (SAILS)-defined performance-based functional status in people with combat-related mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) and comorbid posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). We hypothesized that CLOX would correlate significantly with functional performance. This prospective, cross-sectional study design determined the correlation between a structured neuropsychological battery and functional status assessment. We calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between neuropsychological instruments and functional status scores. We entered neuropsychological measures correlating p < 0.1 with functional status into a linear regression model to determine independent contributions. Fifteen Operation Iraqi Freedom veterans participated. Only CLOX1 correlated significantly with functional competency and efficiency. Only mean CLOX1 scores were significantly lower in those scoring below the median for SAILS competency and in those scoring above the median for SAILS efficiency. CLOX1 contributed significantly variance to functional status independent of mood or anxiety symptoms and was not affected by age or time since injury. Executive dysfunction per the brief, easily administered CLOX1 is sensitive to functional status following combat-related mild TBI, independent of PTSD anxiety with or without depression.
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INTRODUCTION

More than 1.5 million servicemembers have been deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan since 2001, and of those returning stateside, at least 10 to 20 percent have experienced a traumatic brain injury (TBI) [1–2]. Reasons

This prospective, cross-sectional study design determined the correlation between a structured neuropsychological battery and functional status assessment. We calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between neuropsychological instruments and functional status scores. We entered neuropsychological measures correlating p < 0.1 with functional status into a linear regression model to determine independent contributions. Fifteen Operation Iraqi Freedom veterans participated. Only CLOX1 correlated significantly with functional competency and efficiency. Only mean CLOX1 scores were significantly lower in those scoring below the median for SAILS competency and in those scoring above the median for SAILS efficiency. CLOX1 contributed significant variance to functional status independent of mood or anxietiesymptoms and was not affected by age or time since injury. Executive dysfunction per the brief, easily administered CLOX1 is sensitive to functional status following combat-related mild TBI, independent of PTSD anxiety with or without depression.
for the growing numbers of combat-related TBI are multi-factorial, including increasingly large numbers of blast attacks, which are the most common etiology of TBI in the current war zones; improved body armor, resulting in improved survival rates; and better medical recognition of TBI [3]. Although TBI has been designated the “signature wound” of Operation Iraqi Freedom/Operation Enduring Freedom (OIF/OEF) [1], wound characteristics are quite diverse and classified according to (1) whether or not the skull has been breached (penetrating vs non-penetrating) and (2) the severity of the initial impairment (mild, moderate, or severe) [4–8]. Severity is typically determined by the presenting Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), the duration of loss and alteration of consciousness, and posttraumatic amnesia (PTA), as well as the presence or absence of structural imaging findings (Table 1) [4,6,8–10]. Although mild TBI accounts for the majority of cases [4,11], its criteria are an active area of debate [12], which has diagnostic, treatment, and prognostic implications.

TBI is associated with psychological, cognitive, and physical impairments [13–15]. Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is thought to be an especially relevant psychological comorbidity in combat veterans who have sustained a mild TBI given its high prevalence and additional morbidity load. PTSD point prevalence rates in OIF/OEF veterans who have sustained a mild TBI range from 27 percent [1] to 65 percent [16] and combat-related TBI reportedly doubles the risk for developing subsequent PTSD [17]. In addition to mediating health- and functional-related outcomes following a mild TBI [1], PTSD symptoms overlap with post-TBI sequelae such as persistent postconcussive symptoms [17] that are nonspecific [1]. This overlap in risk factors, occurrence, and clinical presentation has been challenging to distinguish for researchers and clinicians alike.

Although PTSD and other TBI-related sequelae presumably result in clinically significant functional impairments in OIF/OEF veterans, the diversity of trauma challenges our understanding of the interaction between PTSD and TBI, particularly in patients with mild TBI who may have impairments that go undetected by routine clinical examinations [12,18–19]. However, executive dysfunction may be a common pathway to functional impairment regardless of wound severity or psychological comorbidity.

Executive functioning can be conceptualized as higher-order cognitive processes that regulate complex behaviors through the integration of other cognitive domains [18–20] such as attention and memory, which are frequently measured in the TBI literature, even in those with mild severity [15,18,20]. Executive dysfunction has been reported across the severity spectrum [11,19,21–24] with a reported point prevalence of 15 to 28 percent in those with mild TBI [25] and a 1-year prevalence of 25 to 36 percent in those with severe TBI [15]. A meta-analysis of civilian populations calculated a small effect size (g = 0.3) for the adverse effect of mild TBI on executive functioning independent of time since injury [21]. Another civilian cross-sectional study reported that impaired executive functioning as demonstrated by a verbal fluency measure was the only mild TBI-related cognitive impairment to persist following multivariable analyses of premorbid intelligence, level of educational achievement, and self-reported depression [23]. Further contributing to the inherent challenge of comorbid PTSD following TBI is the available military literature, which has demonstrated that OIF/OEF veterans with comorbid PTSD following mild to moderate TBI events performed significantly worse on executive measures compared with those with only PTSD or TBI [24].

Functional impairments following TBI impede rehabilitation efforts, increase healthcare use, decrease quality

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratification</th>
<th>Mild</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Severe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural Imaging</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal or abnormal</td>
<td>Normal or abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>0–30 min</td>
<td>&gt;30 min and &lt;24 h</td>
<td>&gt;24 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOC (h)</td>
<td>Moment up to 24</td>
<td>&gt;24†</td>
<td>&gt;24†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA (d)</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>&gt;1 and &lt;7</td>
<td>&gt;7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCS (score)</td>
<td>13–15</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>3–8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For purposes of injury stratification, GCS is measured ≥24 h and these stratification criteria do not apply to penetrating brain injuries where dura mater is breached.

*According to Department of Defense and Department of Veterans Affairs.

†Severity based on other criteria.

AOC = alteration of consciousness, GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale, LOC = loss of consciousness, PTA = posttraumatic amnesia.
of life, and increase risk of mortality [13,14,26]. It is assumed that neuropsychological functioning mediates functional decline [24], but little literature reports the relationship between these comorbidities, especially in TBI cohorts [11,13]. In fact, no studies describe the relationship between neuropsychological impairment using domain-specific cognitive instruments and functional status in people with combat-related TBI with or without additional PTSD anxiety. However, civilian literature, including cohort, cross-sectional, and review sources, suggests that executive function may be particularly relevant to functional outcome [11,13,19,27–28]. One prospective study of people with moderate to severe TBI constructed a latent “information processing speed” variable with an executive function task and demonstrated a moderate correlation between it and functional outcomes (standardized coefficient \( t = 0.68, p < 0.05 \)) [28]. Moreover, they demonstrated that this construct mediated the relationship between injury severity and functional decline. A small cross-sectional study of subjects with mild TBI (\( n = 13 \)) demonstrated that deficits in executive function correlated well with self-reported (\( r = 0.71, p < 0.01 \)) and proxy-reported (\( r = 0.6, p < 0.03 \)) functional participation scores [11]. Identifying cognitive screening instruments that predict functional status and can be used in multiple settings, including the combat theater, should be a priority for TBI healthcare providers. Screening instruments sensitive to executive function may be particularly sensitive to functional abilities even in those with mild TBI.

Clock drawing tasks have emerged as a convenient method for assessing executive function. However, not all clock drawing tasks are necessarily “executive” and some, such as the Executive Clock Drawing Task (CLOX), correlate better with other putative executive measures such as the Executive Interview (EXIT25) [29–30]. CLOX is divided into two parts, CLOX1 and CLOX2. CLOX1 is a command-directed clock drawing task that correlates significantly but moderately with other putative executive measures. CLOX2 is a clock copying task sensitive to visuospatial ability and constructional praxis. Poor CLOX1 performance is associated with functional impairments in elderly residing in continuing-care retirement communities, elderly transitioning to 24-hour care, and increased mortality [29,31]. Given its strong association with functional decline in longitudinal studies, we would expect that it would correlate well with cross-sectional performance-based functional assessments in people with TBI who are prone to frontal systems injury.

The purpose of this pilot study was to determine the correlation between executive clock drawing and performance-based functional status in people with combat-related mild TBI and comorbid PTSD anxiety. Cohorts of military servicemembers with TBI differ from civilian cohorts at time of injury with respect to use of alcohol and other substances, employment status, mechanism of injury (blast injuries), and the PTSD-potentiating war environment [3]. Therefore, we cannot assume that predictors for postinjury functional status are necessarily the same between these two groups. However, in light of a lack of available military data, we are left to formulate our hypothesis a priori based on existing civilian findings that executive dysfunction has been associated with impaired functional status. As such, we hypothesized that CLOX1 would correlate significantly with functional performance and that subjects with better functional status scores would have higher mean clock drawing performance. Considering the typically brief natural recovery time (e.g., hours to days) following mild TBI [4,12], as well as evidence that injury and/or subject characteristics such as comorbid psychological sequelae (e.g., PTSD anxiety and/or depression) can contribute to worsened neuropsychological [24] and/or functional status [1], we also examined our data for significant correlations between these characteristics and psychometric performance and functional status in an effort to mitigate potential confounding of results.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

From November 2007 through April 2009, subjects with combat-related TBI were referred from the Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center located at Wilford Hall Medical Center (WHMC), Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, or from the Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Department located at the South Texas Veterans Health Care System (STVHCS), San Antonio, Texas.

To be included in the study, subjects had to be Active Duty, separated, or retired veterans from any military branch; have a medically documented combat-related mild TBI as part of their standard of care evaluation according to Department of Defense (DOD) and Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) guidelines [4]; and have a
diagnosis of PTSD documented in the medical record. Essentially, we restricted participation in this study to those with combat-related mild TBI and comorbid PTSD. Subjects had to be able to physically participate in neuropsychological and functional status assessments and be ≥17 years old. The referral sources diagnosed the occurrence of a TBI using a standardized clinical interview of subjects performed by trained medical personnel who took into consideration all available supporting data including, but not limited to, medical records (including in-theatre records) and collateral information. We considered any diagnosed TBI that occurred during an OIF or OEF deployment a combat-related TBI. The referral sources then used identical injury stratification criteria to determine the severity of the diagnosed TBI, which ranged from mild to severe. We based the stratification criteria on DOD and VA guidelines [4], which consider multiple pieces of clinical data at the time of TBI, including brain structural imaging, loss and alteration of consciousness, PTA, and the GCS (Table 1).

We excluded participants if they had sensory or language limitations precluding neuropsychological testing, if they had non-combat-related TBI and/or a moderate or severe TBI, or if they were so cognitively impaired that they could not provide meaningful consent.

Study Design

Prior to subject enrollment, we trained each physician to perform the neuropsychological and functional assessment battery to ensure reliability in test administration and scoring. We collected demographic, medical, and psychiatric history, including a review of existing medical records for current (and/or pre-TBI) psychiatric diagnoses such as PTSD. For clarity, we determined psychiatric diagnoses by subject disclosure with concurrent review of existing medical records for clarification. A psychiatrist then administered the following standardized 60- to 90-minute neuropsychological and functional assessment battery:

1. CLOX: The CLOX is divided into two parts. For CLOX1, we asked subjects to construct a clock at the command, “Draw me a clock that says 1:45. Set the hands and numbers on the face so that a child could easily read them.” The instructions could be repeated until they were clearly understood, but we allowed no further assistance once the subject began to draw. For CLOX2, which assesses visuospatial ability, we asked subjects to copy a clock drawn by the examiner. We scored their performance on each clock from 0 to 15 according to standardized scoring directions (based on 15 categories all worth one point each), with higher scores representing better performance. Inter-rater reliability (CLOX1: $r = 0.94$, CLOX2: $r = 0.93$; both $p < 0.001$) and internal consistency (Cronbach $\alpha = 0.82$) were high for both tasks [29].

2. Mini-Mental Status Examination (MMSE): The MMSE is a measure of global cognition, scored from 0 to 30 with higher numbers representing better performance [32].

3. EXIT25: The EXIT25 is a 25-item assessment of executive function, scored from 0 to 50 with higher numbers representing worse performance [33].

4. Memory Impairment Screen (MIS): The MIS is a measure of delayed free- and cued-recall memory, scored from 0 to 8 with higher scores representing better performance [34].

5. Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist (PCL): The PCL is a 17-item self-reported screening measure for military-related PTSD, each item rated from 1 to 5 with higher scores representing increased severity [35].

6. Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D): The HAM-D is a 17-item scale that assesses depression, scored from 0 to 34 with scores >8 generally considered significant for depression [36].

7. Structured Assessment of Independent Living Skills (SAILS): The SAILS assesses instrumental activities of daily living and measures both competency and efficiency (time to completion). This performance-based instrument simulates and measures money-related skills (counting money, buying objects, making change), bill paying and check writing, telephone use, medication use, and calendar and clock skills [37]. For example, we evaluated and timed the subject on their ability to fill out a check for a pretend utility statement. We modified the scoring of the instrument, which was scaled such that lower scores and longer time to completion represented worse performance.

Data Analysis

We used Systat 11 (Systat Software, Inc; Chicago, Illinois) for statistical analyses. We compared mean demographic and neuropsychological performance scores between subjects above versus below the median for SAILS competency and efficiency using the Student $t$-test. We calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between age, time since injury, each neuropsychological instrument, and functional status score. We used both SAILS
competency and efficiency as dependent outcome measures. Resulting significant correlations were Bonferroni adjusted \( p < 0.003 \) to mitigate chance significant correlations. We entered psychometric instruments with univariate correlations \( p < 0.10 \) into a linear regression model to determine independent contributions to SAILS competency and efficiency.

RESULTS

Fifteen male OIF veterans consented to participate. The sample consisted of 60 percent Army, 27 percent Air Force, and 13 percent Marine Corps. For the sample, age was 32.9 ± 8.6 years (mean ± standard deviation [SD] unless otherwise specified). Of the total sample, 87 percent (13 of 15 subjects) had no psychiatric diagnosis before the mild TBI. A depression diagnosis was documented in 40 percent of the sample. Of the sample, 67 percent used selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors. Only one subject was prescribed an antiepileptic medication. Time since injury was 29.1 ± 16.1 months (range: 6–60 months) (Table 2).

CLOX1 was the only neuropsychological measure that correlated significantly with SAILS competency \( r = 0.79; p < 0.001 \) and efficiency \( r = –0.81; p < 0.001 \) (Figure). Prior to Bonferroni correction, SAILS efficiency correlated with PCL \( (r = 0.57, p = 0.03) \) and approached significance with HAM-D \( (r = –0.66, p = 0.007) \) and HAM-D \( (r = –0.56, p = 0.03) \). Neither age nor time since injury correlated with SAILS competency, SAILS efficiency, or CLOX1.

We constructed two linear regression models to determine if CLOX1 performance contributed variance to SAILS efficiency independent of anxiety or depression. CLOX1 contributed independent variance to SAILS efficiency when covaried for PCL \( (R^2 = 0.66, p = 0.005) \) and HAM-D \( (R^2 = 0.66, p = 0.002) \), which were both rendered insignificant. As no other neuropsychological measure approached univariate correlation at \( p < 0.1 \) with SAILS efficiency, we did not enter them into our linear regression model. Furthermore, as no neuropsychological measures except for CLOX1 significantly correlated with SAILS competency, we did not subject SAILS competency to multivariable analysis.

The median SAILS competency score was 55. Mean CLOX1 scores in subjects scoring below the SAILS performance median \( (n = 7) \) were significantly lower than scores for those scoring at or above the median \( (n = 8) \) and crossed the published threshold for a failing score representing the lower fifth percentile for young adults \( (9.4 ± 4.1 vs 13.3 ± 0.5, t = –2.6, p = 0.02) \) [29]. The median SAILS efficiency time was 5.1 minutes. Mean CLOX1 scores in subjects scoring above the median \( (n = 7) \) were significantly lower than for those scoring at or below the median \( (n = 8) \) and again crossed the published cutoff point for clinically significant impairment \( (9.6 ± 4.3 vs 13.1 ± 0.6, t = 2.3, p = 0.04) \). No significant mean differences were found for age or any other psychometric measure for either SAILS competency or efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Cognitive, mood, and functional performance in people with combat-related traumatic brain injury ( (n = 15) ).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Assessment (score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOX1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOX2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIT25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood Assessment (score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAILS Competency (score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAILS Efficiency (min)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CLOX1 = Executive Clock Drawing Task part 1, CLOX2 = Executive Clock Drawing Task part 2, EXIT25 = Executive Interview, HAM-D = Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, MIS = Memory Impairment Screen, MMSE = Mini-Mental Status Examination, PCL = Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist, SAILS = Structured Assessment of Independent Living Skills, SD = standard deviation.
DISCUSSION

Our findings suggest that executive functioning as measured by CLOX1 may be particularly sensitive to functional status in servicemembers with comorbid PTSD following a combat-related mild TBI. Because executive function is a multidimensional process and the cortical, subcortical, and white matter regions governing it occupy 40 percent of brain volume, no single putative executive measure will be sensitive to all impairments. In this sample population, CLOX1-defined executive functioning correlated well with SAILS-defined functional competency (performance ability and accuracy) and efficiency (performance speed). Furthermore, CLOX1 performance contributed variance independent of comorbid PTSD anxiety symptom burden with or without additional depression or other potentially confounding subject and injury characteristics. Similarly, worse comorbid PTSD anxiety correlated with and worse depression trended toward worse SAILS efficiency, which is not surprising given the psychological trauma endured by Global War on Terrorism veterans. However, neither PTSD anxiety nor depression ultimately contributed independent variance. Nevertheless, comorbid psychological symptoms (especially PTSD anxiety) may contribute to aspects of persistent functional impairment following combat-related mild TBI.

These pilot findings should be approached with caution given important study limitations. First, we did not have a matched noncombat TBI comparison group, making it impossible to distinguish the TBI-related effects from the combat-related effects on neuropsychological and functional performance. This is an especially relevant potential limitation considering that our post hoc sample consisted entirely of people with mild TBI and comorbid PTSD as evidenced by available medical records and as supported by the mean PCL score (57.3), which approached suggested Keen cutoff point criteria for a PTSD diagnosis [38]. Although we used mood and anxiety as covariates in our linear regression models to determine the independent association between CLOX1-defined executive function and functional status, we recognize that our pilot findings should be approached critically in light of recent literature that has highlighted the mediating effects of PTSD and mood on health-related functional outcomes in OIF/OEF combat veterans with mild TBI [1,16,21]. However, it should also be noted that a dichotomous conceptualization of the relative effect of TBI-related effects on functional status (brain-behavior relationships) versus the relative effect of PTSD effects on functional outcome (behavior-behavior relationships) is an ongoing area of research and debate, which some have proposed to be a distracting approach to the care of our veterans. [12]. Regardless, while adopting a dichotomous view may be clinically distracting, the literature needs to pursue the unique contributions of these comorbidities.

Future studies could address these limitations by including combat-related mild TBI and non-combat-related

Figure.
Scatter-plot matrices for Executive Clock Drawing Task part 1 (CLOX1) performance versus (a) Structured Assessment of Independent Living Skills (SAILS) competency (Pearson $r = 0.79, p < 0.001$) and (b) SAILS efficiency (Pearson $r = -0.81, p < 0.001$).
mild TBI comparison groups. Our study is limited by a small sample size that may have hampered our ability to detect stronger univariable psychological correlations with functional status, which is important considering all of our subjects had comorbid PTSD with or without additional depression. Likewise, our sample size was also prohibitively small to allow for typical multivariate modeling. Furthermore, because of the small sample size, we were not able to determine the best CLOX1 cutoff point score at which functional impairment emerges. This makes clinical interpretation of the CLOX1 difficult, especially given that the majority of subjects had normal CLOX1 scores. We had insufficient power to use multivariable modeling to control or adjust for the use of psychotropics or other potentially confounding medications. Also, our small sample size may have affected our correlation analyses since they can be influenced by outlier data points. However, we still detected significant differences in mean CLOX1 performance when we stratified the group into low- versus high-performing functional status groups. Finally, our neuropsychological measures consisted only of brief screening instruments. Although these are valid and reliable instruments, comprehensive neuropsychological testing may have demonstrated other cognitive domains or other executive processes sensitive to post-TBI functional status. Additionally, while our chosen instruments are valid and reliable, we did not include a measure of effort, which could compromise our findings.

CONCLUSIONS

Regardless, we were able to demonstrate that an easily administered 5 min CLOX correlates well with functional status and discriminates between those with high versus low performance-based functional status scores. We know of no other studies that have examined the relationship between executive function and functional status following combat-related mild TBI in those with co-occurring PTSD. One unique aspect of our study was the use of performance-based functional measures that may be more objective than self- or proxy-reports. By identifying CLOX1 as a measure sensitive to performance-based functional status, we may be able to suggest practical, relevant screening tests to military physicians or other providers that could be used in the field and in clinical settings.

While neuropsychological and functional impairments are of tremendous concern to military personnel and civilians alike, the military combat environment presents a unique set of operational functional requirements. Alterations in attention, flexibility and judgment, and impulse control could adversely affect combat functioning including driving, handling firearms, establishing situational awareness, following rules of engagement, and/or controlling aggression in conflict scenarios. Future studies should probe the possibility of using convenient but reliable clock drawing tasks to assist with both war zone return-to-duty decisions as well as with making more efficient referrals to neuropsychology for formal consultation in higher-echelon medical facilities. Moreover, these studies could further delineate neuropsychological targets for future intervention studies aimed at improving the cognitive deficits relevant to functional decline.
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